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FOREWORD 

From the first sod cut for its shaft any colliery was doomed to eventual closure, for 

this was an exhaustive industry whose life was shortened by every ton of coal raised.   

Coal mining became both the glory and curse of South Wales in that it created 

comradeship below ground and strong communities above, but at the cost of lives 

spent in blackness stalked by death, accident, and crippling disease.  Communities 

clustered near pits suffered from the tipping of waste that not only fouled 

environments but, at Aberfan, would cause the tragic loss of many young lives.  This 

was an industry whose hardship created a master-man bitterness underlying 

frequent coalfield strikes culminating in that of 1984.   By its latter years working 

conditions had certainly improved, but underground work would remain harsh and 

dangerous to its very end. 

This photographic collection sets out to record something of that now-forgotten 

world.    Doomed and filthy the industry may have been, but there were many 

moments of human splendour. 

 

    Peter Morgan Jones, 2013 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



AN INDUSTRY OF SIGNIFICANCE 

 

 

 

Photographed in a local level, this roadway, haulier and pony, typify underground work 
throughout the area.      

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



MARKHAM COLLIERY OFFICIALS 

 

 

 

Taken in the early 1920’s, this photograph indicates the many 
management, surface, clerical and underground officials & staff required 
to operate but one of the several Tredegar collieries, each one 
representing the many others actually producing coal in a pit employing 
several hundred men.   Clean or coal-soiled faces and clothes indicate 
where individuals spent their working day.  A keen eye will also note 
electric battery lamps positioned together with gas-testing Davy Lamps 
situated in front of men whose roof-sounding sticks show them to have 
been pit firemen. 

 

 

 

 



THE ELLED PATCH – BEAUFORT 

 

 

 

Rich seams of coal and iron-stone rising to the surface along a narrow belt of land 
between Hirwaun and Blaenafon were exploited by the area’s early iron industry.  
At first these minerals were extracted by “patching” – the stripping away of 
overlying soil.    At Beaufort this appears to have included a quarry-like cutting 
into hillsides that involved stripping layers of ground to expose seams.    The 
illustration shows men removing overburden with picks and shovels, the 
extracted coal removed by wheelbarrows or horse-drawn trams running on 
plateways.   Two horses working in tandem on a smooth plateway are drawing 
four trams, i.e. a load of between 8 to 10 tons.   If attached to a cart on a normal 
road of the period, this could have been but one-tenth of that amount.     

 

 

 



CHILDREN IN THE MINES. 

 

 

 

Children of both sexes usually began work at about six years of age and, although 
the Tredegar Company discouraged the practice, were often taken underground 
by parents to increase earnings.  Colliers who cut coal, and miners who produced 
“mine” or ironstone, were paid by the number of trams filled, and the presence 
of a child permitted an extra vehicle that enabled them to earn more:  there are 
even unproven accounts of babies and toddlers being taken underground for 
this very reason.  Equipped with a strong leather belt and chain, young boys and 
girls would drag trams through workings too low for ponies.   In the Forest of 
Dean iron mines children were recorded as having developed thick horn-like 
pads on elbow and knees from constantly crawling through low places.   No 
similar descriptions exist for the Tredegar area, although children were certainly 
employed in early pits and levels to open and close ventilation doors, a task 
entailing long hours often spent in total blackness.    

      

If you enjoyed reading this sample, you can download the complete 50 page booklet 
for just £2.00. 


